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In this paper new classes of functions, namely d-type-I, d-quasitype-I, and
d-pseudo type-I, are defined for a multiobjective nondifferentiable programming
problem. Kuhn]Tucker-type necessary and sufficient optimality conditions are
obtained for a feasible point to be a weak minimum for this problem. Two duals
are formulated and various duality results are given by using the above defined
classes of functions, considering the concept of a weak minimum. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the constrained multiobjective optimization problem
PV Minimize f x s f x , f x , . . . , f x subject to g x F 0, .  .  .  .  .  . .1 2 k
where f : X ª Rk, g : X ª Rm are differentiable functions and X is an
open set in Rn. Minimization means obtaining a set of weak minimum
 .  .points for PV . When k s 1, the problem PV reduces to a scalar
 .  .optimization problem and is denoted by P . If in the problem P , f and g1
satisfy the usual convexity conditions, then sufficient optimality criteria
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 .and duality results hold between P and its associated dual problem.
w x  .Hanson 3 observed that the factor x y x in the definition of a convex
function plays no role in establishing the sufficient optimality criteria and
 .weak duality between P and its associated dual. With this in view he
 .extended the idea of convexity by introducing a vector function h x, x
defined from X = X to Rn in the definition of a convex function replacing
 .the factor x y x . Craven called the resulting definition an invex function
w xand Kaul and Kaur 6 called them h-convex functions. Hanson and Mond
w x4 , in order to further extend the concept of invexity, introduced two new
classes of functions, namely type-I and type-II objective and constraint
 . w xfunctions for the problem P . Rueda and Hanson 5 defined pseudo
type-I and quasi type-I functions and used them to obtain optimality
 . w xconditions for P . Kaul et al. 7 extended the concept of type-I functions
from a single objective to a multiobjective programming problem by
 .defining the type-I and its various generalizations for PV . They obtained
 .a number of necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for PV and
 .established duality between PV and its Mond]Weir and Wolfe-type
duals, assuming the functions to be of type-I and its various generaliza-
tions.
w xRecently, Jeyakumar and Mond 2 have observed that one major
difficulty in all of these extensions of convexity is that invex problems
 .require the same function h x, x for the objective and constraint func-
tions. This requirement turns out to be a major restriction in applications.
To improve upon this situation they have defined V-invex functions and its
 .various generalizations. They have obtained optimality conditions for PV
 .and established duality between PV and its associated Mond]Weir-type
w xdual. Also, Ye 9 has defined d-invexity for a multiobjective nondifferen-
tiable programming problem and has obtained necessary and sufficient
optimality criteria for a feasible point to be a weak pareto minimum or a
w xweak minimum. Based upon the approaches of Jeyakumar and Mond 2
w xand that of Ye 9 , we define here new classes of functions called d-type-I,
d-pseudo type-I, d-quasi type-I, etc., for a multiobjective nondifferentiable
programming problem and derive necessary and sufficient optimality crite-
ria. We also associate Wolfe-type and Mond]Weir-type duals to the above
problem and establish various duality results by considering the concept of
w xa weak minimum on the lines of Weir and Mond 8 .
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
 .We consider the problem PV and assume that the functions f ,i
i s 1, 2, . . . , k, and g , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are directionally differentiable. Letj
  . 4  .P s x ¬ x g X, g x O 0 denote the set of all feasible solutions for PV .
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U  U .For a feasible point x , we denote by I x the set
U U  4 Ui ¬ g x s 0 and J x s 1, 2, . . . , m R I x . 4 .  .  .i
Let B be a unit ball in Rn. Throughout this paper the following conven-
tion for vectors in Rn will be followed:
x ) y if and only if x ) y , i s 1, 2, . . . , n ,i i
x P y if and only if x P y , i s 1, 2, . . . , n ,i i
x G y if and only if x P y , i s 1, 2, . . . , n but x / yi i
x s y is the negation of x ) y.
For the discussion in Section 3, we need the following definitions:
w x nDEFINITION 2.1. 1 . Let X be a nonempty set in R and f : X ª R.
Let x g X and d be a nonzero vector such that x q ld g X for l ) 0
and sufficiently small. The directional derivative of f at x along the vector
X .d, denoted by f x; d , is given by the following limit if it exists:
f x q ld y f x .  .
Xf x ; d s lim . .
q llª0
DEFINITION 2.2. A point xU is said to be a weak Pareto solution or
 . U  .  U .weak minimum for PV if x g P and f x l f x for all x g P.
DEFINITION 2.3. A point xU is said to be a local weak Pareto solution if
U  U . Ux g P and there is a neighborhood N x around x , such that
f x l f xU for all x g N xU l P . .  .  .
w xAlong the lines of Jeyakumar and Mond 2 , we now define the following
classes of functions.
 .  .  .Notation. i For i s 1, 2, . . . , k, f , g is f , g .i
 .  U .ii h stands for h x, x .
 .DEFINITION 2.4. For i s 1, 2, . . . , k, f , g is said to be of d-type-I ati
U k  4x g X if there exist functions h: P = X ª R , a , b : X = X ª R R 0 ,i j q
i s 1, 2, . . . , k and j s 1, 2, . . . , m, such that for all x g P,
f x y f xU P a x , xU f X xU ; h , i s 1, 2, . . . , k , 1 .  .  .  .  .i i i i
and
yg xU P b x , xU gX xU ; h , j s 1, 2, . . . , m. 2 .  .  .  .j j j
U  .If in the above definition x / x and 1 is a strict inequality then we
 . Usay that f , g is d-semistrictly type-I at x .i
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 .DEFINITION 2.5. For i s 1, 2, . . . , k, f , g is said to be d-quasi type-Ii
U k  4at x if there exist functions h: P = X ª R , g , d : X = X ª R R 0i j q
such that for all x g P,
k k k




XU U Uy d x , x g x O 0 « g x ; h O 0 4 .  .  .  . j j j
js1 js1
 .DEFINITION 2.6. For i s 1, 2, . . . , k, f , g is said to be d-pseudo type-Ii
U k  4at x if there exist functions h: P = X ª R , g , d : X = X ª R R 0i j q
such that for all x g P,
k k k




X U U Ug x ; h P 0 « y d x , x g x P 0 6 .  .  .  . j j j
js1 js1
 .DEFINITION 2.7. For i s 1, 2, . . . , k, f , g is said to be d-quasi pseudoi
type-I at xU if there exist functions h: P = X ª Rk, g , d : X = X ª Ri j q
 4R 0 such that for all x g P,
k k k




X U U Ug x ; h P 0 « y d x , x g x P 0. 8 .  .  .  . j j j
js1 js1
U  .If in the above definition x / x and 8 is satisfied as
m m
X U U Ug x ; h P 0 « y d x , x g x ) 0, 9 .  .  .  . j j j
js1 js1
 . Uthen we say that f , g is d-quasi strictly pseudo type-I at x .i
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 .DEFINITION 2.8. For i s 1, 2, . . . , k, f , g is said to be d-pseudo quasii
type-I at xU if there exist functions h: P = X ª Rk, g , d : X = X ª Ri j q
 4R 0 such that for all x g P
k k k




XU U Uy d x , x g x O 0 « g x ; h O 0. 11 .  .  .  . i j j
js1 js1
U  .If in the above definition x / x and 10 is satisfied as
k k k
X U U U Uf x ; h P 0 « g x , x f x ) g x , x f x , .  .  .  .  .  i i i i i
is1 is1 is1
 . Uthen we say that f , g is d-strictly pseudo quasi type-I at x .i
Remark. If we fix xU then it suffices to define the functions h, a , etc.,
on P instead of P = X.
To show the existence of the above defined functions we give the
following examples:
 .EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the functions f : y1, 2.5 ª R defined by
< <x y1 - x - 2
f x s .  2x y 2 2 F x - 2.5
 .and g : y1, 2.5 ª R defined by
y2 x 2 y1 - x - 2g x s .  3yx 2 F x - 2.5.
The functions f and g are only directionally differentiable at x s 2.
 U .  U . ULet h x, x s x y x r2 and x s 0.
 .  .  U .  .  U .i If x g y1, 2 , let a x, x s 2. Then f x y f x s
 U . X U .  U .  U . X U .  U .a x, x f x ; h and yg x s b x, x g x ; h for any b x, x ) 0.
 . w .  U .  .  U . 2 < <ii If x g 2, 2.5 , a x, x s 2. Then f x y f x s x ) x s
 U . X U .  U .  U . X U .  U .a x, x f x ; h and yg x s b x, x g x ; h for any b x, x ) 0.
 .  .  . Ui and ii mean that f , g is d-type I at x s 0.
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 . w .EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the function f s f , f : y1, 4 ª R defined1 2
by
x 3 y1 F x - 2f x s .1  8 2 F x - 4
0 y1 F x - 2
f x s .2 2 2 x y 8 2 F x - 4
 . w .and the function g s g , g : y1, 4 ª R defined by1 2
yx 2 y1 F x - 2g x s .1 y4 2 - x F 4
and
5x y1 F x - 2
g x s .2 4 x y 6 2 - x F 4
Clearly, f , f , g , and g are not differentiable functions at x s 2, but1 2 1 2
only directionally differentiable functions at x s 2. The feasible region is
nonempty, i.e., P / f.
 U . 2 U . ULet h x, x s x x y x r2 and x s 2.
 . w .  .  .  .  .i If x g y1, 2 and f x q f x O f 2 q f 2 , then it implies1 2 1 2
X U . X U . 2 .that x O 2, which further implies that f x ; h q f x ; h , s 6 x x y 21 2
 U .  U . X  U . X  U .O 0, and yd g x y d g x O 0 implies that, g x ; h q g x ; h1 1 2 2 1 2
O 0.
 . w .ii x g 2, 4 . This case can be similarly verified.
 . UThus f , g is d-quasi type-I at x s 2.
3. OPTIMALITY CRITERIA
In this section, we first obtain sufficient conditions for a feasible
U  .solution x to be a weak minimum for PV in the form of the following
theorems.
U  .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose there exist a feasible solution x for PV and
U k U U  U .scalars l P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k,  l s 1, m P 0, i g I x , such that fori is1 i i
all y g B, where B is an open unit ball,
k
X XU U U Ul f x ; y q m g x ; y P 0 12 .  .  . i i i i
Uis1  .igI x
 . U UIf for i s 1, 2, . . . , k, f , g are d-type-I at x , then x is a weak minimumi I
 .  U .for PV , where I s I x .
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Proof. Since B is an open ball in Rn, then for any z g Rn there exists
s ) 0 such that s z g B.
 .  .Also, 12 holds for any y g B. Therefore, from 12 we have
k
X XU U U Ul f x , s z q m g x , s z P 0 .  . i i i i
Uis1  .igI x
k
X XU U U U« s l f x ; z q m g x ; z P 0 .  . i i i i
Uis1  .igI x
k
X XU U U U n« l f x ; z q m g x ; z P 0 for any z g R . .  . i i i i
Uis1  .igI x
13 .
 . USince f , g is d-type-I at x , for i s 1, 2, . . . , k, we have for all x g Pi I
f x y f xU P a x , xU f X xU ; h i s 1, 2, . . . , k .  .  .  .i i i i
and
0 s yg xU P b x , xU gX xU ; h i g I xU . .  .  .  .i i i
 U .  U .  U .As a x, x ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, and b x, x ) 0, i g I x , the abovei i
inequalities reduce to the following:
1 1
XU Uf x y f x P f x ; h , i s 1, 2, . . . , k , .  .  .i i iU Ua x , x a x , x .  .i i
and
0 P gX xU ; h , i g I xU . 14 .  .  .i
U U  U .Since l P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, and m P 0, i g I x , therefore, on usingi i
 .  .13 and 14 , we have
k U k Ul li i Uf x y f x .  . i iU Ua x , x a x , x .  .i iis1 is1
k
XU UP l f x ; h . i i
is1





k U k Ul li i Uf x P f x . 15 .  .  . i iU Ua x , x a x , x .  .i iis1 is1
If xU is not a weak minimum then there exists a feasible x such that
f x - f xU i s 1, 2, . . . , k .  .i i
k U k U kl li i U U« f x - f x as l s 1, .  .  i i iU Ua x , x a x , x .  .i iis1 is1 is1
 .which contradicts 15 .
U  .Hence x is a weak minimum for PV .
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose there exist a feasible solution xU and scalars
U k U U  U .  .l P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k,  l s 1 and m P 0, i g I x , such that 12i is1 i i
 U U .of Theorem 3.1 holds. If for i s 1, 2, . . . , k, l f , m g is d-pseudo quasii i I I
U U  .  U U .type-I at x , then x is a weak minimum for PV , where l f , m g si i I I
 U U .l f ,  m g .i i ig I i i
 U . U  U U .Proof. Since g x s 0, m P 0, and l f , m g is d-pseudo quasiI i i i I I
type-I at xU , therefore
mU gX xU ; h O 0. 16 .  . i i
U .igI x
U  .Let x not be a weak minimum for PV . Then there exists a feasible x for
 .PV such that
f x - f xU , i s 1, 2, . . . , k . .  .i i
Also
k
U Ul P 0, l s 1,i i
is1
and
g x , xU ) 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , k . .i
We then have
k k
U U U U Ug x , x l f x - g x , x l f x . .  .  .  .  .  . i i i i i i
is1 is1
 U U . UOn using the fact that l f , m g is d-pseudo quasi type-I at x we havei i I I
from the above inequality that
k
XU Ul f x ; h - 0, . i i
is1
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 .which on using 12 gives
mU gX xU ; h ) 0. . i i
U .igI x
 . U  .But this is a contradiction to 16 . Hence x is a weak minimum for PV .
 .The following theorem is the necessary optimality criteria for PV given
 .by Ye 9 .
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose xU is a local weak pareto minimum or a weak
 . X U . X  U .minimum for PV , f x ; y and g x , y are con¨ex with respect to y on B,i I
U  U U . kqI  4and g is continuous at x . Then there exist l , m g R R 0 such thatJ I
k
X XU U U U nl f x ; y q m g x ; y P 0 for all y g R . .  . i i i i
Uis1  .igI x
Now we define the following constraint qualifications:
 .d-TYPE CONSTRAINT QUALIFICATION DTCQ . g is said to satisfy the
Ud-type constraint qualification at x if there exists a point x g P such that
X U Ug x ; h x , x - 0. . .I
The following theorem can be easily proved along the lines of the proof
w xof Theorem 3.2 in 9 .
U  . X U .THEOREM 3.4. Assume that x is a weak minimum for PV , f x , y ,
X  U .g x ; y are con¨ex with respect to y on B, g is continuous, and g satisfiesI J
DTCQ at xU. Then there exist lU P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, k lU s 1, andi is1 i
U  U .m P 0, i g I x , such thati
k
X XU U U U nl f x ; y q m g x ; y P 0 for all y g R . .  . i i i i
Uis1  .igI x
4. DUALITY
 .In this section two duals are formulated for PV . We first consider the
 .following Wolfe-type dual of PV .
 .  . m  .D Maximize f u q  m g u e subject tojs1 j j
k m
X X nl f u; y q m g u; y P 0 for all y g R 17 .  .  . i i j j
is1 js1
m P 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , mj




l s 1, i
is1
 . kwhere e s 1, 1, . . . , 1 g R .
 .  .We shall now prove various duality results for PV and D , assuming
the functions to be d-type-I, d-pseudo type-I, d-quasi type-I, etc. We begin
by proving, the weak duality result.
 .Notation. h now stands for h x, u .
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.1 Weak Duality . Let x be feasible for PV , u, l, y be
 .  .  .feasible for D . If for i s 1, 2, . . . , k f , g is d-type I at u, b x, u s 1 fori j
k   ..all j s 1, 2, . . . , m, and  l ra x, u s 1, thenis1 i i
m
f x l f u q m g u e. .  .  . j j
js1
 .  .Proof. Since f , g is d-type-I at u, b x, u s 1, m P 0 for j si j j
1, 2, . . . , m, and l P 0 for i s 1, 2, . . . , k, we havei
k kli Xf x y f u P l f u; h .  .  . . i i i ia x , u .iis1 is1
and
m m
Xy m g u P m g u; h . .  . j j j j
js1 js1
 .On adding the above inequalities and using 17 we have
k mli
f x y f u y m g u P 0. 18 .  .  .  . . i i j ja x , u .iis1 js1
If possible let
m
f x - f u q m g u e. .  .  . j j
js1
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k  .Since l P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k;  l s 1; a x, u ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, wei is1 i i
have that
k k ml li i
f x y f u y m g u - 0. .  .  . .  i i j j /a x , u a x , u .  .i iis1 is1 js1
k   ..On using the fact that  l ra x, u s 1 we obtain a contradiction tois1 i i
 .18 .
 .  . m  .Hence, f x l f u q  m g u e.js1 j j
 . U  .THEOREM 4.2 Strong Duality . Let x be a weak minimum for PV
U X U . X  U .and g satisfy DTCQ at x . Assume also that f x ; y , g x ; y are con¨exI
U  U U .with respect to y on B and g is continuous at x . Then there exist l , mJ
 U U U .  .such that x , l , m is feasible for D and objecti¨ e function ¨alues of
 .  .PV and D are equal at these points. If also the conditions of the weak
 .  .  U U U .duality Theorem 4.1 hold for each feasible u, l, m of D , then x , l , m
 .is a weak maximum for D .
Proof. Since the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied, there exist
U k U U  U .l P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k,  l s 1, m P 0, i g I x , such thati is1 i i
k
X XU U U U nl f x ; y q m g x ; y P 0 for all y g R . .  . i i i i
Uis1  .igI x
U  U .Setting m s 0 for j f I x , we have thatj
k m
X XU U U U nl f x ; y q m g x ; y P 0 for all y g R .  . i i j j
is1 js1
and
mU g xU s 0. .j j
 U U U .  .Therefore x , l , m is feasible for D and the values of the objective
 .  .  U U U .functions of PV and D are equal. If x , l , m is not a weak
 .  .  .maximum for D then there exists a feasible solution u, l, m for D such
that
m m
U U Uf x q m g x e - f u q m g u e .  .  .  . j j j j
js1 js1
which is a contradiction to the weak duality Theorem 4.1 for feasible
U  .  .  .solutions x of PV and u, l, m of D .
 U U U .  .Hence x , l , m is a weak maximum for D .
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 . UTHEOREM 4.3 Strict Converse-like Duality . Let x be a weak mini-
 .  U U U .  .mum for PV and u , l , m be a weak maximum for D such that
k k m
U U U U U Ul f x O l f u q m g u . 19 .  .  .  .  i i i i j j
is1 is1 js1
 . U  U U .If for i s 1, 2, . . . , k f , g is d-semistrictly type-I at u and a x , u s 1i i
 U U . U Ufor i s 1, 2, . . . , k and b x , u s 1, j s 1, 2, . . . , m. Then x s u , thatj
U  .is, u is a weak minimum of PV .
U U  . UProof. Let x / u . Since f , g is d-semistrictly type-I at u ,i
 U U .  U U .a x , u s 1 for i s 1, 2, . . . , k, and b x , u s 1 for j s 1, 2, . . . , m,i j
then we have
k k




XU U U Uy m g u P m g u ; h . .  . j j j j
js1 js1
 U U U .On adding the above inequalities and using the feasibility of u , l , m
 .  . U Ufor D we obtain a contradiction to 19 . Therefore x s u .
 .In relation to PV , we associate the Mond]Weir-type dual multiobjec-
tive maximization problem.
 X.  .D Maximize f u subject to
k m
X X nl f u; y q m g u; y P 0 for all y g R 20 .  .  . i i j j
is1 js1
m g u P 0 .j j
j s 1, 2, . . . , m 21 .5m P 0j
l P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , ki
k
l s 1 i
is1
 .  X.We now prove duality results for PV and D .
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.4 Weak Duality . Let x be feasible for PV and u, l, y be
 X.  .feasible for D . If l f , G is d-pseudo quasi type-I at u for all i si i
1, 2, . . . , k, where G s m g , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, thenj j j
f x l f u . .  .
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 .Proof. Since l f , G is d-pseudo quasi type-I at u we havei i
k k k




Xy d x , u m g u O 0 « m g u; h O 0 23 .  .  .  . j j j j j
js1 js1
 .  .Since d x, u ) 0 for j s 1, 2, . . . , m we have from 21 thatj
m
y d x , u m g u O 0, .  . j j j
js1
 .which on using 23 gives that
m
Xm g u; h O 0. 24 .  . j j
js1
 .  .Let if possible f x - f u .
 . kSince g x, u ) 0, l P 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, and  l s 1, we havei i is1 i
k k
g x , u l f x - g x , u l f u .  .  .  . i i i i i i
is1 is1
 .which from 22 yields that
k
Xl f u; h - 0. . i i
is1
 .  .On adding 24 and the above inequality we get a contradiction to 20 .
 .  .Hence f x l f u .
 . U  .THEOREM 4.5 Strong Duality . Let x be a weak minimum for PV
U X U .and g satisfy d-type constraint qualifications at x . Assume also that f x ; y ,
X  U . Ug x ; y are con¨ex with respect to y on B and g is continuous at x . ThenI I
 U U .  U U U .  X.there exist l , m such that x , l , m is feasible for D and objecti¨ e
 .  X.function ¨alues of PV and D are equal at these points. If also the
 .conditions of the weak duality Theorem 4.4 hold for each feasible u, l, m of
 X.  U U U .  X.D , then x , l , m is a weak maximum for D .
Proof. Invoking the weak duality Theorem 4.4 here, the proof of the
above theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4.2.
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 . UTHEOREM 4.6 Strict Converse Duality . Let x be a weak minimum for
 .  U U U .  X.PV and u , l , m be a weak maximum for D such that
k k
U U U Ul f x O l f u . 25 .  .  . i i i i
is1 is1
 U U . U U UIf l f , G is d-strictly pseudoquasi type-I at u where G s m g , j si i j j j
 U U . U U1, 2, . . . , m, and g x , u s 1, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, then x s u .i
U U  U U .Proof. Let x / u . Since l f , G is d-strictly pseudo quasitype-I ati i
U  U U .u and g x , u s 1, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, therefore we havei
k k k




XU U U U U Uy d x , u m g x O 0 « m g u ; h O 0. 27 .  .  .  . j j j j j
js1 js1
 U U U .  X.  U U .Since u , l , m is feasible for D and d x , u ) 0 for j s 1, 2, . . . , m,j
we therefore have
m
U U U Uy d x , u m g u O 0. .  . j j j
js1
 .  .On using 27 and 20 in the above inequality we have
k
XU Ul f u ; h P 0, . i i
is1
 .which implies in view of 26 that
k k
U U U Ul f x ) l f u .  . i i i i
is1 is1
 .which contradicts 25 .
Hence xU s uU.
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